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Let G be a free group with r generators, 1 < r < co. All the eigenfunctions of an 
operator on G which plays the same role of the Laplace Beltrami operator on semi- 
simple Lie groups are characterized. Furthermore, an analytic family of represen- 
tations 71, of G on functions on the boundary 0 is considered, defined by 
where p(x, o) is the Poisson kernel relative to the action of G on 0. It is proved 
that, for 0 < s = Re z < 1, n, is uniformly bounded on an appropriate Hilbert space 
H,(B). Finally the uniform boundedness of other special representations of G, 
obtained by considering the free group either as a subgroup of the group of all 
isometries of a tree or as a subgroup of GL(2, Q,) is proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a free group with r generators (1 < r < 00); let (0,~) be its 
Poisson boundary relative to ,~i, where ,D, denotes the probability 
distribution of the simple random walk. Let us consider the operator of 
convolution by pi , which is essentially the analogue of the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on semi-simple Lie groups. In [l] Fig&Talamanca and Picardello 
proved that if 
y(z) = [(2r - 1)’ + (2r - l)‘-‘]/2r, z E cc, 
then P’f * ,~i = y(z) P’f, for all fE L*(O), where P*f is the usual Poisson 
transform of J: In this paper we give the following characterization of the 
eigenfunctions of the operator of convolution by pi : For ease of notation, let 
Y = log(2r - 1). 
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REPRESENTATIONSOFAFREE GROUP 313 
THEOREM A. For z E Cc, zf ihlr!T’, h E Z, the function ( on G 
satisfies the condition 4 * ,a, = y(z) 4, if and only if4 is the Poisson transform 
of a martingale on a. 
Let x2, z E G, be the representation of G on L’(R), defined by the rule 
n,(x)f (w> =P’(X, o>f (x-W, Vx E G, t/co E i2, Vf E L2(R), 
where p(x, w) is the Poisson kernel relative to the action of G on 8. Figi- 
Talamanca and Picardello also proved in [l] that 72, is unitary if Re z = i 
(principal series) and unitarizable if z = s + ihzY-‘, h E E, 0 < s ( 1 
(complementary series). Theorem A implies that for z # s + ihx!P’-‘, h E Z, 
s = 0, 1, it is possible to define an operator I, (an intertwining operator) such 
that 
I,%(X) = %,(X>Iz for all x E G. 
We give an explicit formula for the operator I, and prove that for Re z > 4 it 
is a kernel operator. This allows us to identify the Hilbert space where each 
representation rrL, (z = s + ihn!T’, 0 < s < 1) of the complementary series 
acts unitarily, with the space H,(Q) of all functions on R such that 11 f llz is 
finite, where 
Ilf Ilf = Pzf,f > 
(( , ) is the usual inner product in L’(R)). 
We have 
THEOREM B. For z = s + it, 0 < s < 1, the operators x,(x) on H,(a) are 
uniformly bounded independently of x in G. 
Since rr, acts unitarily on H,(a), for 0 < s < 1, and 
q(x)f(w) =Pif(X, W)[P”(X, o>f w41 
= P% @>[%(X)f (~>I9 
it is enough to prove that I] pi’(x, -)f ]Is < c(s, t) ]I f IIs, for some constant 
c(s, t), to prove Theorem B. Thus our task is to prove a multiplier theorem 
for Sobolev spaces of martingales. 
Furthermore, we generalize the representations n, to subgroups H, of the 
group H of isometries of the tree associated to the free group, by defining, 
for fE F(Q), 
r,,dh)f (0) = @(k w)p’(k o)f (h -lw), VhEH,, wEQ 
where @ is a function of absolute value one, satisfying the appropriate 
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cocycle identities. Under suitable hypothesis on @, we prove that rt,,@ are 
uniformly bounded representations of H, , if 0 < Re z < 1. 
Finally, we consider GL(2, Q,), p a prime. Using the techniques used by 
Serre [5], we identify this group with a subgroup of the group H of 
isometries of the tree associated to the free group with r = (p + 1)/2 
generators. For z = s + if, 0 < s < 1, t E IR, we obtain, as a corollary of our 
previous work, that the principal series of representations z,,* of SL(2, Cl!& 
are uniformly bounded, thus recapturing the results of Sally [4]. 
In Section 2 we give some definitions and preliminary results. In Section 3 
we prove Theorem A, while Section 4 is devoted to the construction of the 
intertwining operators and their kernel. In Section 5 we define the Sobolev 
space on Q and relate these spaces to Lorentz spaces, and we prove 
Theorem B in Section 6. In Section 7 we discuss some generalizations of the 
representations rc,. Finally in Section 8 we obtain, as a particular case, the 
uniform boundedness of the representations of SL(2, Cl!,,) studied by 
Sally 141. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let R be the Poisson boundary of G: R is the set of all infinite reduced 
words in the generators of G and their inverses. The space Q is compact in 
the product topology and G acts on 0, by left multiplication, as a group of 
homeomorphisms. Let Ix] denote the length of x E G and let w(“) be the 
word in G which consists of the first n letters of o E R. For w, o’ E 0 we 
denote by N(w, o’) the largest integer n such that w(“) = o’(~). 
Wedefine,foreveryxEG,E(x)={oE~:w’”’=x),wheren=~xl,and 
a probability measure p on Q by the rule 
p(E(x)) = 1/2r(2r - l)“-‘, VxEG, n = 1x1. 
Then the space @,A, p), where M is the cr algebra generated by the sets 
E(x), x E G, is a measure space. The measure ~1 is quasi-invariant with 
respect o the action of G on R. 
If we consider the sub-o algebra Ma of J generated by the sets E(x), 
Ix] < n, and we define, for f on 8, 
where E,(w) = E(w’“‘), then E, f is the conditional expectation off relative 
to 1, ; in particular E, f is Ma-measurable. Clearly, if we set 
e,(w 0’) = M,(w))-’ xEn(~)W), VW, 0’ E a, 
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then we have 
E,f(o) = J, e,(w w’)fW) 440% VCUER. (2-l) 
We denote by .7(Q) the space of all functions on ~2 which are -Au,- 
measurable, for some n > 0. The dual space F’(Q) of .F(fi) is the space of 
all martingales f = (J,) on 0, with respect o the duality 
K g) = pt J. f”(O) g(w) 4(w), n (2.2) 
for any g E .F@?) and any martingale f = (&) on $2. Indeed, if T is a linear 
functional on F(0), then the sequence f = (f,) defined by 
f,,(w) =&W-‘(T,x& VW E E(x), 1x(= n, 
is a martingale on Q, and for every g = EM g, with M > 0, we have 
CT, g> = jnfM(4 do) 440) 
As usual, (~%f)~>~ denotes the martingale associated to f in L’(Q) and 
D, f = E, f - E, _ if, n > 0, denotes the nth martingale difference off (we 
define E-, f z 0). We note in particular that E,(E, f) = Ekf, where 
k = min(m, n); moreover, E,(D, f) = 0 for m < n and E,(D, f) = DJ for 
m > n. 
We identify the space L’(O), where 1 <p < co, with the space of all 
martingales f = (f,) such that the limit off,, when n + co, exists in the Lp- 
norm, and we identify Y(Q) with the space of all martingales f = (f,), such 
that, for some integer M>, 0, f, =f,, for all n > h4. (We refer to [6] for the 
definition and the properties of martingales.) 
Let p(x, w) = &(x-‘w)/dp(w) be the Poisson kernel relative to the action 
of G on 0. Then, as shown in [ 1 ] 
p(x, 0) = (2r - 1yx.+-ly VwEL2, VxEG, 
where N(x, o) is the largest integer such that xc”) = w(“). Let x, be the 
representation of G on .F(.G) defined by 
n,(-qf (a> =P’(X, w)f (x-‘w), 
Vx E G, Vf E .F(co), VW E 0. 
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By duality (2.2), we may extend n, to a representation of G on F’(n), as 
@z(x) f9 g) = (f9 6 (xl g) 
= K ~,-r(x-l)g), vg E ;T(f2), Vf E F(Q). 
In analogy with the current terminology for semi-simple Lie groups, we 
define the Poisson transform PLf, with z E C, of the functionfE L*(Q), as 
W(x) = I, P’(X, w)f(u) 44u) = @z(x) L.0, VxEG. 
This definition may be extended to all martingales on R, by using duality 
(2.2); we set, for f = u,), 
P’f(x) = (n,(x) 1, f) 
= ;ifnm I, P’c? W>.L(~) 440). 
We now give an explicit formula for the Poisson transform. By easy 
calculation we obtain, for z E C, 
p'(x, w) = (2r - 1)-2’,’ &0(X,(w) + (1 - (2r - 1)-2’) 
1x1 
x c (2r - l)z(zj-‘X” XEj(&), VEER, VXEG. 
j=l 
Then, for fE L’(Q), we have for every w E 0, n > 0, 
Py-(co'"') = (p+P', -)tf) = 5 bj,n(z) Ejf(")T (2.3) 
j=O 
where b,,,(z) = (2r - l)--Ln, 
bj,"(Z)=(2r- 1/2r)(l-(2r- l)-")(2r- l)y+(*=-l)j, 
j = I,..., 12. 
In particular, if f = DMf, for some M > 0, then Ej f = 0, if j < M, and 
Ejf=f, ifj>iV, and SO 
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P’f(0’“‘) = 0 for n < M, 
M+k 
w +J (Mtk)) = jFM bj,M+k(z) Ejf(“) (2.4) 
i=M 
where B(M, k; z) is defined by the rule 
B(0, k; z) = (2r - l)-kr 
[ 
1 + (2r- 1/2r)(l - (2r- 1)-Z’) 
x 5 (2r - 1)‘2’-1” 
j=O I 
(2.5 1 
B(M,k;z)=(2r- 1/2r)(l -(2r- l)-“)(2r- l)-‘“+k’Z 
M+k 
x c (2r- 1)QZ-l)j if M > 0. 
j=M 
Consequently, if M > 0 and z = ih#-‘, h E Z, then P’f = 0; otherwise 
(M=OorM>Oandzfih7cYY-‘,h~Z)wehaveB(M,k;z)#Oforevery 
k > 0 and therefore for every k > 0 
Py(dMtk)) = [B(M, k; z)/B(M, 0; z)] PZf(d”). (2.6) 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let ~1, be the probability distribution of the simple random walk on G, i.e., 
the function which takes the value 1/2r on all words of length one and zero 
otherwise. We observe that, for any function Q on G 
$ * Pl@> = w c d(w), VxEG. 
lYl=l 
Then, for every z E C, we have for f E F’(Q) 
(P’f) * &(X) = (2r)-’ c P’f(xy) 
lYl=l 
= PI - l c k(XY) 17 f> 
lYl=l 
= W)- l c (n,(x) a) 1, f) 
lYl=l 
= Y(ZMX) 13 Q 
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because w-’ C,y,=l %(Y) 1 = Y(Z) 17 where v(z)= (2r)-‘[(2r- 1)’ + 
(2r - q-y. 
We are going to prove that every eigenfunction of the operator of 
convolution by pu, is the Poisson transform of some martingale on Q. To do 
that, we introduce, for the functions on the group G, the operators E,, A,,, 
n > 0, which are essentially the analogue of the operators E,, D, defined in 
Section 2 for the functions on a. Then we will prove that for every n > 0 the 
operator &,(A”) corresponds to E, (D,) via the Poisson transform, in that 
e,,(PY) = P’(E,f), for every martingale f on R. 
Let d be a function on G. For every n > 0 we define E,,$ by the rule 
we) = wm, x>)-’ x 4(y), VXEG, (3.1) 
YsS(n. X) 
where 
S(n, x) = {xl, if IxI<n, 
={YEG:I~J=IxI,~(“)=x(‘)}, if 1x1 > n, 
and #S is the cardinality of the set S. 
We note that, for any n > 0, E,,#(x)=#(x), if 1x14 n, and 
E, $(x) = E, $( JJ), if Ix I= 1 y I and x(“) = y’“‘; therefore E,(E, 0) = E& where 
k = min(m, n). Moreover E”# tends to q5 locally uniformly as n -+ co. We also 
define for n > 0 
where we set E-, $ E 0. We note that A,#(x) = 0, for any x E G such that 
1x1 < n; moreover, ~,,,(d~Qj) = 0, if m < n, and &,,,(A,#), if m > n. 
LEMMA 3.1. If 4 is a function on G such that 0 * ,u, = y(z) 0, for z E C, 
then for all n > 0 
Consequently, for all n > 0, (A,#) * iul = Y(z)A,$. 
Proof: It follows from the definitions that, for 4 on G and every n > 0, 
(E,#) * ,u, = .sn(Q * pi). Then from the hypothesis we deduce that 
(q&q * Pl = 4 *Pl) = Y(Z) %d* 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let # be a function on G such that 0 = A,#, for some 
Mao. rf4*Pl=ytz)99f or z E Cc, then for all w E R, we have 
$+lP)) = 0 if n < M, 
O(W (“+k)) = a(M, k; z) ((co’“‘) for k > 0, 
where a(M, k; z) is defined by the rule 
a(o,k;z)=(2r- l)-kr 1 + (2r - 1/2r)( 1 - (2r - 1)-2’) 
x i (2r - 1)(*2-W 
j=l I 
G 
a(M, k; z) = (2r - l)-kZ 2 (2r - l)c2r-1)j if M>O. 
j=O 
Proof. We consider the case M > 0. Since, for all cc) E L?, n > M 
Y(Z) b(o’“‘) = (4 * P,N+)) 
= (1/2r) #(cucn-‘)) + (2r - 1/2r) #(o’“+“), 
we have the second-order difference quation 
#(w’“+“) = (2r/2r - 1) y(z) g(w(“)) - (2r - l)-’ ((m@-‘)). 
Moreover, #(o(“)) = 0, whenever n < M. It follows that for k > 0 
#(a W+ k)) = a(M, k; z) &&“‘), 
where 
a(M, 0; z) = 1, 
a(M, 1; z) = (2r/2r - 1) r(z) = (2r - l)-‘(1 + (2r - l)*‘-I), 
a(M,k;z)=a(M, l;z)a(M,k- l;z)-(2r- l)-‘a(M,k-2;z) 
if k>l. 
By induction 
a(M, k; z) = (2r - l)-kr i (2r - l)(zr-*y 
j=O 
(3.2) 
and thus we have the result. The case M = 0 is analogous. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let z # ihxY-‘, h E B. Then for all M> 0 
P’(E,f) = &,(PLf) 
P’(D,f) = d,(PY), Vf E F(n). 
Prooj It is easy to check, using formula (2.3) that, iff= DMlf, for some 
M > 0, then P’f = A,+,(P’f) and hence, if f = E,,,ft for some M >, 0, then 
P’f = &JP’f). Let f = (f,) be a martingale on Q and consider, for M > 0, 
E,f =fM. By Lemma 3.2 it follows that an eigenfunction 4 = E,,,&, for 
M > 0, of the operator of convolution by ,u’ depends only on its values on 
w(“‘, for all LO E 0, n GM. So, to prove P’(E,f) = cJP”f) it is enough to 
prove that 
Pz(EMf)(d”‘) = cM(PLf)(dn)), VwEl2, n<M. 
Indeed, if II < M, we have 
&w(P’f)(o’“‘) = P’f(0 (n’) = pr Pzdfk)(W(n’) 
= Pz(fM)(o’“‘) = P’(EJ)(o(“‘). 
We pass now to prove the second half of Theorem A, when the eigen- 
function 4 is such that 4 = AM& for some M >, 0. For ease of notation, we 
set !P = log(2r - 1). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let z # ihn!i-‘, h E Z. If $ is a function on G such 
that 4 = A,,& for some M > 0 and 4 * ,u, = y(z) 4, then there exists exactly 
one function f on fl such that f = D, f and 4 = P’f, If M = 0, the same result 
is true for all z E G. 
ProoJ: Suppose M > 0. Define, for o E a, 
f(w) = Cl@ (“‘)/B(M, 0; z). 
This proves that #(w’“‘) = P’f (w @“‘) However, if k > 0, by Lemma 3.2 and . 
formula (2.6) it follows that 
#(w w+~‘) = a(M, k; z) j@‘“‘) 
= a(M, k; z) P’f (UCM’) 
= P’f (W(M+k’), 
because a(M, k; z) = B(M, k; z)/B(M, 0; z). Since q5(w”“) = 0 = P’f(w”“) 
for n < M, the proposition follows: If M = 0, the proof is analogous. 
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Proof of Theorem A. We have to prove only that, given a function 4, 
defined on G and satisfying the condition $ * pu, = y(z) 4, for z E C, 
z # ihnY-‘, h E Z, there exists one and only one martingale f E X’(Q), 
such that 4 = P’f. 
By Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.4, there exist unique functions g, on Q 
such that g, = D, g, and P’g, = A,#. Consequently, 
Set f, = CJeogj; then f = (f,) is martingale and 
PLf(x) = 9(x), VxEG. 
In fact 
PLf(x) = (P’(X, * ), f> 
= 4(x), VxEG. 
If h is another martingale such that P,h = 4, then P’(f - h) = 0; so, by 
Lemma 3.3, 
P’(E,(f - h)) = 0 for all n > 0. 
Therefore f = h, by induction on n. Theorem A is now proved. 
We note that y: C + C is surjective, and that y(z) = y(z’) if and only if, for 
some h E Z, z’ = z + 2zihYY-’ or 1 -z’ =z + 2nih!PY-‘. Thus, given the 
eigenvalue y(z) with z = ihnYY-‘, h E E, we can always pick z’ # ihnYY-‘, 
h E Z, so that y(z’) = y(z); therefore the function 4 on G satisfies the 
condition 4 * pr = y(z) 4, if and only if $ = PL ‘f, for f E R’(0). 
Let YYcZ)(G) denotes the space of all eigenfunctions of the operator of 
convolution by .D, associated to the eigenvalue y(z); we may also express the 
result of Theorem A in the following way: 
COROLLARY 3.5. For z # ihnYY-‘, h E Z, the operator P’:sT’(O) -+ 
g&G) is bijective. 
Remark 3.6. Let a i ,..., a, be the generators of the group G. The analogue 
of an orthonormal basis for the space of sections of T(X), for a noncompact 
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symmetric space X, is the set of operators Dj, j = l,..., r, defined on the set of 
all functions on G, Y(G), by the rule 
Dj#(X) = d(Xaj) - 4(x), Vx E G, V4 E P(G). 
Then the analogue of the Laplace-Beltrami operator is the operator L 
defined on U(G) as 
‘I = ~ Dj*Dj~(X), Vx E G, V$ E P(G), 
j=l 
where, for every j = l,..., r, DjF is the adjoint operator of Dj. Since 
L$(X)= jj (b(XUj)+ #(X"J")) - 2r#(x) 
j=l 
= ,y; 1 4(v) - 2qqx) = 2r($ * p1 - qj), 
Theorem A can be applied to characterize the set of all eigenfunctions of the 
operator L, associated to the eigenvalue y(z). 
4. INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
The previous results allow us to prove (except for some value of z E Cc) 
the existence of an operator on F’(Q) which intertwines the representations 
71, and zIer. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let z # s + ihaY-‘, h E Z, s = 0,l. Then the operator 
on F(Q), I, = (P’)-’ P’-’ intertwines the representations 7c, and 71, --L, i.e., 
~,AX)~z =Iz&)v VxEG. 
ProoJ By Corollary 3.5 the operator I, is well defined. Moreover, if L is 
the regular representation of G on 5&,,(G), defined by the formula 
P(x) $1(Y) = t4-499 Vd E yH,,(G), VX,Y E G, 
then it is easy to check that 
P(x) WbJ) = PY% -z(x) f)(Y)9 Vf E F(Q), Vx, y E G. 
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The result now follows by the commutativity of 
We now want to give an explicit formula for the operator Z, on Sr(L?). For 
f = EMf, M> 0, we will prove that Z, is an integral operator, where the 
kernel &,,(o, u’) depends on 44. Because, if Re z > $, the sequence 
{k&w, .)} converges pointwise to a function k,(w, a) of L’(Q), for all 
o E Q, we obtain that, for all fE X(D), Z, is an integral operator with 
kernel k,(w, w’). 
LEMMA 4.2. For every f EF’(l2), and Ma 0, we have 
ZmA = 4ftzz9 ZztEd7 = EdI, 9 
Proof: By Lemma 3.3, we have 
P’(D,(l, f)) = d,(PZZ, q = &( P’ -‘f) 
= P’-*(D,f) = P’(Z,(D,f)) 
and the result follows by Corollary 3.5. 
Suppose that f = D,f, for some A4 > 0. Then 
P’-‘f(w’“+“‘) = B(M, k; I- z)f(w), VoEQ k>O 
and 
P’(Z, f)(d”+ ‘)) = B(M, k; z) Z, ~QII), VoER, k>O. 
Since Z, f satisfies the condition P’(Z, f) = P’-‘f, then 
Z,f (0) = NM k I- z)PW, k z)lf (cc)) = WC z)f (ml, 
where C(M, z) is defined as 
C(0, z) = 1, C(M, z) = q(z)(2r - l)“-*“* for A4 > 0, 
where q(z) = [ 1 - (2r - l)*(‘-‘)I/[ 1 - (2r - 1)-2’]. 
Moreover, if f E F(D) and f = E,f, for some M > 0, then 
Zzf=h,f+ 5 W,z)D,J 
II=1 
(4.1) 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Let ZE C, z#s + ihn!T’, s=O, 1, h E H. For 
f = E,f, M> 0 we have 
Z,f(w> =I, kz,M(O, w')f(w') d&o', VCBER, 
with 
kz,&W, 0’) = p(z)(2r - l)*(l-z)N(w*w’), N(o,o’)<M- 1, 
=4r(r- 1)(2r- 1) =yp- q*p - (2r- 1)-2’1, (4*2) 
N(ww’)>M 
where 
p(z) = 2r[ 1 - (2r - 1)‘-*‘]/(2r - l)[ 1 - (2r - l)-2’1. (4.3) 
Proof: Let f = EMMf, for some A42 0. For any n < A4 D, f = 
E, f - E,- If, and therefore, by (2.1) 
d,(w, 0’) = 1; 
4(w, w’> = [xE(ww) (o’)/p(E(w”‘)] - 1 = -1, A@, 0’) = 0, 
=2r- 1, N(o, co’) > 0; 
d”(W w = L&W) )(~‘ME(~‘“‘Nl - [xE(,,~~,,,(cL)‘>/~(E(~‘~- “1 
= 0, N(o, co’) < n - 1, 
= -2r(2r - l)n-2, N(w,w’)=n- 1, 
= 4r(r - 1)(2r - l)+*, N(w,w’) > n- 1 for n > 1. 
By formula (4.1) 
I,f (w)= j f (w’)d&d)+rl(z) 5 
0 n=1 
(2r- l)(‘-2r)n I, d&4 w’lf (w’)dp(o’) 
where krM(u, co’) = 1 + q(z) CfzI (2r - l)(‘-*‘)” r3”(0, w’), Vo, w’ E l2. 
Formula (4.2) follows, from a straightforward calculation of this sum. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. (i) Let z E C, z # s + ihn!F’, s = 0, 1, h E Z; for 
fry, we have 
(ii) If Re z > f, then 
Z,f(~) = 
J 
Q4 Qw-WI 440 
w 
where for w # w’ 
k&IO, w’) = ;ic k,,&o, w’) = p(z)(2r - ly” -r)N(w,w’). 
Proof. (i) We first remark for a fixed w E 9, (k,,(w, .)}n>o is a 
martingale on R. In fact for n > 0 k,,(w, a) = En(kzn(w, a)) and for m < n 
Em(k,zn(u9 *I = ' + 2 cj(z> E,(6j(u, '>) 
j=l 
= 1 + 5 Cj(Z) dj(O, *) 
j=l 
= L&A *), 
because 
E,(Gj(wP ‘>> = OY for m <j<n 
E,(6j(W7 ‘)) = sj(“, *)> for l<j<m. 
Then (i) is a consequence of martingale properties. 
(ii) If Re z > i, for a fixed w E a, we have 
k(w -1 E L’W with I k,(o, w’) dp(0’) = 1. R 
In fact for w E R 
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and analogously 
llkh *k(n) = IP( 
[ 
1 + & 2 (2r- l)(‘-*R=)” . 
j-l 1 
Then 
1, f(w) = J lim k,,(w, w’)f(o’) 6(w’). n “-+co 
Remark 4.5. If z = 4 + ihnYY-‘, h E i2, then C(n, z) = 1, for all n. So 
I, f = f, for all fE ST(Q). If Re z = t, then 1 C(n, z)l = 1, for all n, and Z, is 
an unitary operator on Y(Q). 
5. THE RELATION BETWEEN SOBOLEV AND LORENTZ SPACES 
Using the intertwining operator Z,, we construct the Hilbert space H,(G), 
where the representation II, acts unitarily, when z E @ is such that the 
quadratic form defined by (I,& g) is positive definite. 
Let z E C, z # s + ihnYY-‘, h E Z, s = 0, 1, and let us consider (Z,f,f), 
for every fE X(Q), where (e, .) denotes the inner product of L*(Q). If 
f = EM f for some integer M > 0, we have by formula (4.1) 
Pzf,f)= E C(n9z)lPnf II: n=O 
= lIDof II: + v(z) “iI P- lY2z)n IIo,f IIZ. (5.1) 
Then the sesquilinear quadratic form on Y(0) 
(f, s>, = (Zzf, g>, vf, g E F(Q) 
is positive definite for any z = s + iha!P’, h E Z, with 0 < s < 1. For such 
z E Cc we set 
Ilf Ilf = (ZJf >9 Vf~Jv-4 
and we denote by H,(a) the completion of X(Q) with respect o the above- 
defined norm. 
It is easy to check that, for such z E C, the representation , is unitary on 
the space H,(D). Indeed, for every x E G, 
IIG)f Ilf = (Zzk(x>f 19 G)f) 
= (%-,(x)(Z,f h %(X)f > 
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= vzf, %-z(x)* %(X)f) 
= Km = lIftIt VfE mQ), 
since for 2 = s + ih7r!PY-‘, hE Z, 0 < s < 1, 7r-,(x)* n,(x)f=f. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (i) For every fE H,(L?), we have 
IlfllZ = f. w9 z) Il%fll:. 
(4 a-0 < s < 4, II fll2 G VII,9 w ~zW* 
Proof. (i), (ii) follow easily from (5.1). 
It is useful to state, for s # 4, the following expression for the norm 11. llz. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For every fE .Y(Ll), we have 
llfllf = Ilfll: - f I, I, If(o) -fW12 wb 4 440) 40’). (5.2) 
Proof: Suppose f = E,,,f, for some it4 > 0. Since If(w) -f(o’)l* = 0, 
when N(w, w’) > M, and kz(q o’) = kr,M(~, 0’) when N(w, w’) ( M, 
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We prove now that, for 0 < s < 4, the Sobolev space H,(D) can be 
continuously imbedded in a Lorentz space LPVz(Q), with 
p =p(s) = l/s. 
We will exploit such inclusion to prove Theorem B. 
Let LpV4(Q) denote the Lorentz space with indices (p, q), where 
1 <p, q < co, as defined and discussed by Hunt 121. We prove 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 4 < s < 1 and let i(s) = l/2(1 - s). Then, for every 
0 E 0, 
and 
Proof: For any conveniently large positive real number A, we estimate 
sup,,o,~{o’ E R: k$(w, 0’) > A}. We have 
sup y{o’ E a: k&J, w’) > ii} 
oso 
= ;y; ,u{o’ E R: p(s)(2r - 1)2(‘--s)N(w*w’) >A} 
= NIP, p(c.0’ E 52: N(w, 0’) > log,,- *(3,/p(s)>i~s’} 
2r- 1 
<- 
2r p(s)iCs) 2 -i(s). 
Therefore, for all o E a, 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let f < s < 1. Then 
L I’qq C H,(R), 
with continuous inclusion. 
Proof. ForfE L’(O) and g(w, .) E L’(R) for all w E 0, we set 
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If g is symmetric and g(w, a) E L p1*41(o), Vo E R, then for every 
fE Lp0*40(f2), we have 
where 0 < l/p = l/p0 + l/p, - 1 < 1, 1 <po,p, < co, and 0 & l/q = 
l/q,, + l/q, < 1. The proof of this inequality is analogous to the proof of 
[ 2, Theorem 4.101 (cf. also [3]). In particular it is true that 
I14flll*ll-s,2 G cm ll.fll&,2 y.y Ilk@4 4Lm. 
Therefore, for every fE L 1’S*2(0) 
llfll5 < const llLfll1*/1-s,* llfll:*,,* 
Q const E!E IIUW ‘Ill%~,co llfllr/,,2 < ~~ 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let 0 < s < f. Then 
H,(f2) c L “S*‘(n) 
with continuous inclusion. 
Proof This follows from Proposition 5.4 by using the dualities 
few = HI -,w, (L l/s,‘)*(q = L l/l -S,Z(fq, 
6. UNIFORMLY BOUNDED REPRESENTATIONS 
We shall prove that, for t E R, the functions pi’@, .) are multipliers on 
H,(0), of uniformly bounded operator norms, as x ranges over G, for 
0 < s < 1 and s # 4, and then use this result to deduce Theorem B. 
We first restrict ourselves to the case 0 < s < 4. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let F, be the function on f2 defined by the rule 
F,(w) = -p(s) IQ 1 pif(x, co) -pi’(x, co’))‘(2r - 1)2(‘--s)N(w+“) dp(o’) 
VwEQ, VxEG, 
where p(s) is defined by (4.3). Then F, E Li(s)vm(f2), for j(s) = l/(1 - 2s), 
and lIFxIlj~,,,, & 4s). 
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ProoJ A simple calculation shows that 
F,(w) = -p(s) I, ](2r - 1)-2”N’“, @‘I - 11’ &(o’), if N(x, w) = 0, 
= -p(s) 
[ 
(2r - l/2?) 1(2r - 1)2”k - 112 
k-l 
+ r-1 r p.- lp(k-j) - 112 p.- ly-2s)j , 
j=l 1 
if O<k=N(x,o)<]x]. 
We define, for w E 0, 
G(o) = -4p(s)(2r - l/2$ if N(x, w) = 0, 
k-l 
(2r - l/29 t c (2r - l)(L-2s)j 9 
j=l 1 
if O<k=N(x,w)<jx]. 
Since, for every o E R and for every x E G, F,(w) < G(w), then, for 
~GP< 00, ll~xll,*,,~II~ll,*.m~ We estimate, for conveniently large positive 
real ,I, ,U{W E 0: G(w) > A). 
,u(o E 0: G(o) > A} 
=p{o E 0: - 4&)[(2r- 1)/2r) + [(2r - l)(‘-2s)N(x*“) - l] 
i [(2r - l)‘-ZS - l]] > n} 
=p{oELkN(x,w)> log,,-,[l + [(2r- l)r--2s-- l] 
x [(A/-4p(s)) - (r - l/r)]]j’s’} 
< (2r) - ’ [ 1 f [ (2r - 1)’ - 2s - I] [ @/-4/7(S)) - (r - l/r)] ] -&) 
< (2r)-‘((2r - 1)‘-25 - l] -‘(“‘[(rz/--4p(s)) - (r - l/r)] -jO) 
G ~/(s)J -1Wp.j - 1 [p. _ 1~1-2~ _ 11 -i(s). 
This prove that G E L’(S)*oo(Q), with 
IIGll&,,,< (29-l 2”“‘[(2r- l)‘-“- l]-““. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let 0 < s < l/2. Then 
II P”(X9 *VII, G 4s) Ilflls 
for every x E G and f E H,(ff). 
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ProoJ Since X(0) is a dense subspace of Z-Z&?), it is enough to 
consider only functions fE r(0). In this case p”(x, -)fE Y(Q) and we can 
apply Proposition 5.2. Because ks(q w’) < 0 for w, w’ E Q, we get 
II P% WI13 
= II P% Ml: - 4 I, I, lP% w)f(o) --P”(Xv WfW)12 
x Mf-4 0’) - 9(w) 9(d) 
G Ilfll: -I, I, If(w) -mw lP%, WI2 




x k&A w’> h(w) &(w’) 
= 2 Ml: - lIftI: 
- 
II * * Ift~l’ I P% WI -+(x9 ~‘)I2 
x k&J, w’) d&w) d&o’) 
G 2 llfllf + w-l29 Fx). 
Corollary 5.5, fE L 1’S72(s1) and then If I * E L 1’2S-‘(0), with 
2111*/2s,l = ll.fll;“,s,2. Moreover, Lemma 6.1 proves that F, E Lj(s),m(.f2) = 
2S11(s2))*. Then 
lb% Ml: G 2 Ilfll: + llfllSf,z IIFxll,?s,,m 
G 4s) Ilfll:. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let z = s + it, 0 < s < 1. For fE H,(Q) 
IlGwll3 = II P”(X, *I ~,Wfll3. 
So, when 0 < s < f, Proposition 6.2 implies 
ll~z<aIl~ Q 4s) ll~,wfll: = 4s) Iv-II%. 
If 4 < s < 1, the result follows by duality. In fact the multiplier operator 
(p”(x, e))+, t E R, defined on H,*(0) = Hi-,@) is given by 
(p”(x, .))’ =p-yx, -) 
The case s = 4 is trivial. 
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7. GENERALIZATION TO THE GROUP OF ISOMETRIES OF G 
We identify the free group with r generators (1 < r < co) G, with a 
homogeneous tree, endowed with its natural metric [5]. The group H of 
isometries of G is the set-theoretic product of the compact subgroup 
K = {k E H, k(e) = e} and a closed subgroup isomorphic to G, where for 
every x E G, h,(y) = xy, Vy E G. We can define an action of K on Q as 
{kw ) = n E(kw’“‘) foranywER; 
!I>0 
so we obtain an action of H on 0, as hw = xkw, VW E Q. The measure P on 
0 is invariant with respect to the action of K on Q and quasi-invariant with 
respect to the action of H on 0, since 
dp(h-‘w) dp(x-‘w) 
44w) = Q(w) ’ 
Vh = xk. 
For every z E G, we define a representation 7c, of H on F(Q) as follows: 
for all h = xk E H, 
Qh)f(w) = P’(x, w)f@ - ‘w), VfE;r(lq, wER; (7.1) 
in particular, for all k E K, 
dk)f(w) =f(k- ‘4, VfE zq!), w E R. 
Such a representation may be extended to a representation on X’(Q), by 
duality (2.2). 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let k E K. Then 
6) for every zE G II~,(k)fl12 = lI.fL~ VfEF(fi) 
(ii) for euery z = s + it, 0 < s < 1, t = hn!F ’ 
Il~Ak>fll, =Ilfllz, VfE Gql2). 
Proof: (i) It is an obvious consequence of the invariance of the measure 
,u with respect to the action of K on R. 
(ii) For every n > 0, we have 
E,(W)f) = dk)E,f, Vk E K, VfE X(f2). 
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Therefore by Proposition 5.1 and (i) 
IIM4fll2 = “iO cob z) Il4hmSIl: 
= 5 C(% z) II%w~“fll: n=O 
= 5 cobz> IP”fll: n=O 
= Ilf Ilf. 
COROLLARY 7.2. For every z = s + it, 0 < s < 1, t E R, the operators 
a,(h) on H&Q) are uniformly bounded independently of h E H. 
Proof: By Theorem B and Proposition 7.1, we have, for all f E X(Q) 
II G)f II: = II n,(x) dk)f II: < c(s,t)ll GW-Ilf 
= 4% t) Ilf III. 
Another generalization of the previous results can be obtained if we define, 
for z E C, a representation of a subgroup H, of the group H, as follows: for 
every h E H, 
n,.,@)f@)= @(kw)G)fW), VfE;r(L?), wEa, (7.2) 
where @: H,x0 -+ C is of absolute value 1 and satisfies the following cocycle 
identities 
~(h,h,,o)=~(h,,h;‘w)~(h,,w), h,,h*EH,, oEQ 
(7.3) 
@(e, w) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let z =s + it, 0 < s < 1, t E If?; let @ satisfy the 
following properties: 
(i) for allfixed h E H, , @ = E, Cp (almost everywhere on 0) for some 
Ma 0, 
(ii) for 0 < s < l/2, the functions 
F,,(w) = 1 I @(h, w) - @(h, w’)I’ &&A w’) d/W) (7.4) 
n 
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belong to Li(S”oo (Q), with norms uniformly bounded with respect to h E H,. 
Then the operators n,,,(h) on H,(O) are uniformly bounded independently of 
h in H,. 
Proof: By the techniques used in Section 6, we can prove that the 
functions @(h, . ) are multipliers on H,(R) of norm uniformly bounded with 
respect o h. 
8. GL(2, Q,> 
Let p be a prime; we consider the local field C$,, with the p-adic absolute 
value defined by ]O],=O and IxJp=p- “(‘), for x # 0, where V(X) is the p- 
adic valuation. We denote by X the associated homogeneous tree of 0; (see 
Serre [5] for the terminology). The vertices of X are the equivalence classes 
of lattices of Qi, with respect to the action of Q$ = ‘QD - {O}, and the 
number of paths which leave each vertex is p + 1. 
We observe explicitly that, if p # 2, p + 1 is even, then X may be seen as a 
tree associated to a free group with r = (p + 1)/2 generators, but conversely 
it is not always possible to identify the tree associated to a free group with 
the tree associated to C$,, for some p. 
Let p # 2; the group GL(2, ‘I&) acts transitively and isometrically on X, 
then it may be considered as a subgroup of the isometry group H of X, and 
Proposition 7.3 holds. 
For a suitable choice of @, the restrictions to SL(2, Cl!,,) of the represen- 
tations K*,, of GL(2, QJ are the representations of SL(2, CA,,) on L’(O$,) 
(principal and complementary series) studied by Sally [4]. This allows us to 
give an alternative proof of some of his results. To do that, we need some 
preliminary results. 
We can identify in a natural way the boundary of X, that is, the set of all 
infinite paths with no circuits in the set of equivalence classes of lattices, 
VjJjsN9 with the Poisson boundary 0 of the associated free group. We note 
that if o = (Aj},,., where A, is the equivalence class of the standard lattice 
Z, @ Z,, then, for every n E N, CO{“’ = A,. 
In what follows, we consider also the canonical identification of a with 
the set of all lines of 0;. More explicitly, if we denote by D,, k E Cl+, , the 
line y = kx and by D, the line x = 0 of Cl!;, we associate to D,, 
k E Qp U {co ), the point o = (/ij}j,~ of 0, where, for every j > 0, 
Lj = Lo8 + (Lo 17 Dk) 
is a lattice of the class Aj. Conversely D, is the unique line of 0; which 
contains the intersection of the lattices Lj, j E N (see Serre [5, p. 1011). 
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When convenient, we will denote by wk the point of Q corresponding to D,, 
for all k E Qp U {co }. 
The action of GL(2, C$,) on 0, induced by the action of GL(2, Cl!& on X, 
is the usual action of this group on the lines of Qi. If we denote by 2 the 
stabilizer of the point w0 E 0, 
z= /c= (; :,), Z,,Z*,fEQp,Z,,Z2#0 I 
and 
then we can split every element h E GL(2, CI!& as a product h = or, with 
oEZ, [EZ; here, for h=(z i), 
z,(h) = a, if a # 0, 
= c, if a=O; 
z,(h) = a-’ det(h), if a # 0, 
=C -’ det(h), if a = 0. 
Z acts transitively on f2 and we identify Z and 52, in the following way: 
u(cok)=uk, for all kEC$u{oo}. 
We are now ready to define explicitly a representation of type (7.2) for 
GL(2, QJ. For every h E GL(2, C$,) and o E 0, we consider the product 
h-‘u(w) E GL(2, C$,) and z,(h, w) = z,(h-‘u(w)), i = 1,2; moreover we 
define 
I.@, co) = z,(h, co)p-“(z’(hy i= 1,2. 
Let xi, xZ be characters of the compact, totally disconnected Abelian group 
q={(UEQP:IUlp=l}, with degree of ramification V, , vr, respectively; then 
let us define 
@(h, w> =x,(%(h ~))X*Mh 0)). (8.1) 
It is straightforward to check that @ satisfies the cocycle identities (7.3), so 
(7.2) is a representation of GL(2, Q,), for every z E C. Moreover, by 
restriction to SL(2, QJ of these representations, we obtain, for xZ = 1, the 
representations studied by Sally [4]. 
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We want to prove that the representations rr*,,, where CD is defined by 
(8.1), are uniformly bounded on H,(0), 0 < s = Re z < 1; to do this, we 
study the properties of @Jh, o) =~~(u,(h, o)), i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 8.1. For 0 < s ( 1, the functions Qi(h, .), i = 1, 2, are multipliers 
on H,(Q), of uniformly bounded operator norms, as h = uk and k ranges over 
Qporh=6=(d, ,4), and di (i = 1,2) range over U.3:. 
ProoJ For every k E C$,, we have 
UI(Uk, w) = Z&k, w) = 1, for all w E Q (i = 1, 2); 
forh=d=(d, j’z),diEQ:,i=1,2,wehave 
Zi(6, 0) = dj, 
= di, 
wfw,, 
i,j= 1,2, i#j; 
w=w,, 
and 
~i(6, 0) =~l(djp-“‘~“), wzw,, 
= Xi(dip-“(d’)), 
i,j= 1,2, i#j. 
w=woo, 
Therefore, for any h = uk, k E C$,, and h = 6, @,(h, w) (i = 1,2) is a.e. 
constant on 0; moreover, for all f = E,,,Mf, A4 > 0, 
IIar(h, .)fllf = : c(n, s) W,(@,(h, .V>ll: 
n=o 
= + 46s) Il~,fII~ 
ZO 
= Ilfll: (i= L2). 
LEMMA 8.2. For 0 ( s < l/2 the functions @,(ua,, w) (i = 1,2) are 
multipliers on H,(0) of bounded operator norms. 
ProoJ We consider the case i = 1 (for i = 2 the proof is the same). We 
have 
Zl(~ccJ, w)= k, W#Wo,Wmr 
=- 1, w=wo, 
= 1, w=w,, 
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and therefore 
O(w) = @,(ua,, w) =Xl(kp-u(k)), WfWO,W*o, 
=x1(--1)9 w=w(), 
=x*(l), w=w,. 
By definition of degree of ramification, xl@,) =x,(u;) if It(, - u;l Qp-“I; we 
prove that, for every w E a, w # w,,, w,, there exists M = M(w) such that, 
if w’ E EM(w), then 
IW,9 w) - u,(u,, w’)lp <p-“‘. (8.2) 
We first observe that, if w = wk, w’ = wkj, k, k’ E CID, then for every n > 0 
E,(w) = (0’ E 8, N(w, 0’) > n) 
= {w’ = wk, E 8, k’ E k (modp”), if k E Z,, 
or l/k’= l/k (modp”), if k$Z,} because N(w, w’) = max(j: k’= 
k (modp’) or l/k’ = l/k (modpj)). 
Then, if w = wk, with k E Z,, (8.2) is true for 
M=v+v(k); 
in fact, for all w’ = ok, E E,,,(w), we have 
Jk - k’l, <p-(u+“(k)), Ik(p+‘Ip=p-“(k) 
and therefore 
IUl(fJ,, ~)-u,(u~,w’)I~=Ikp-“(~)-k’p-“(~‘)~~ 
= 1 k - k’ Ip puck) 
<p-“. 
On the other hand, if w = wk, with k CZ Z,, we prove in the same way that 
(8.2) holds for M = v + u( l/k); indeed in this case 
I~l(~oo~ w) - u,(u,, w’)Ip = Ikp-“(k) - k’p-“(k’)jp 
= ( l/kp-Wk’ _ l/,yp-W’k”I, 
= 1 l/k - l/k’ IP P”(“~) 
<p-“. 
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We define now, for every n > 0 
@,(w) = @,(um, WI, for 0 fZ Entoo) U E,twd, 
= @l(Uoo, @oh for w E E,(o,), 
= @J&J, 3 loo), for w E E,(o,). 
From (8.2) it follows that 0, E St(Q), n > 0; moreover these functions are 
H,(0)-multiplier operators, with norm uniformly bounded with respect o n. 
With the same arguments as Proposition 6.2, it is enough to prove that the 
functions 
F,(w) = I, I O”(O) - @,(w’)l’ kS(W, w’) dP(W’) 
belong to LicS)*ao(0), with norm uniformly bounded with respect to n. In 
fact, for every n > 0, let M, be such that 0, = E,,,” 0, ; then, for every w E 52 







)( p _ 1)2(1--shww’) (j/+)l) 




= -4p(s) (2r - 1)/2r + x (2r - 1)(1-2S)j . 
j=l 1 
We conclude as in Lemma 6.1 that for every M, > 0 
jlFnIl&j.cu < (1/2r)2”“‘[(2r- l)‘-*‘- 11-j”‘. 
It follows that there exists c,(s) such that, for every n > 0, 
II @“AI, 6 c&) Ilfll, 
and therefore, since @,(cr,, -) = li? @I,, 
II@l@cm, *VII, < c,(s) IISII,* 
We are now ready to prove the uniform boundedness of the representation 
%J a 
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THEOREM 8.3. For 0 < s < 1, t E I?, the operators x,,,(h) on H&2) are 
uniformly bounded, independently of h E H. 
Proof: Let us consider the case 0 < s < 4; Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 imply 
that the operators x@,=(h) on H,(Q) are uniformly bounded, independently of 
h EZ’VD, where 
D= ]6= (2 12), d,EQz, i= 1,2!. 
Indeed, for all j”E F(Q) and for every h E Z U D we have 
II~,,,VOflls = II @,(h, -1 @Ah, .I Glflls 
< c,(s) II @z(k .I GMI, 
< cI(s) G(S) II ~,(h>.fll, 
and the uniform boundedness follows from Corollary 7.2. Since every 
h E GL(2, QJ splits as a product of at most four elements of Z: U D, this 
result holds for all h E H. If 4 < s < 1 the theorem follows by duality; the 
case s = f is obvious. 
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